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				PROJECT SUCCESS 

SPRING 2010

ENGLISH 98-English Fundamentals/ENGLISH 98R-College Reading

Instructor: Mr. Tony Ding				Instructor: Mrs. Cathy Harvey
English 98, Section 7096				English 98R, Section 7118
M/W: 10:00-11:50, Room 534			Mon/Wed: 8:00-9:45, Room 548	
Voice Mail: 644-7492					Voice Mail: (619) 644-7494	
Email:	tony.ding@gcccd.edu				Email: cathy.harvey@gcccd.edu
Office:	 559A						Office:  Tech Mall - 70-216
Office Hours:  					Office Hours: 
M/W 12:00-2:00					M/W 7:00-8:00 am (Room 545) 
T/Th  10:00-12:00					T/Th  7:00-7:30 am (Room 545)
M/W – 12:00-1:00 (Room 70-216)
							T/Th – 9:30-12:00 (By appointment)

This Project Success class combination is an instructional program that constitutes a learning community; that is, the same students are enrolled in the classes concurrently.  The instructors work together as a team so that they can help students become better readers and writers.  Research has revealed that students enrolled in these learning communities achieve higher grades, greater retention rates, and greater satisfaction with their college experience.

As a participant in a learning community, you will:

	Work with your instructors and other students in the learning community to understand diverse perspectives and encourage the sharing of knowledge;

Evaluate shared readings and participate in assignments developed by the instructors;
Complete more units and earn a higher GPA than students with similar skills who did not participate in the Project.

The reading (English 98R) and writing (English 98) linkage is particularly valuable because students connect their reading experiences to the writing process.  This reading and writing connection contributes to the process of learning in individual course work as well as in all fields of academic and/or professional specialization.  


TEXTBOOKS
English 98
Required: 
Anker, Susan.  Real Writing with Readings
English 98R
Required:  
Grossmont College Reading Manual
Nist, Sherrie and Mohr, Carole.  Improving Vocabulary Skills  
20 Grademasters (Forms 25420
Required English 98/98R Shared Books:
Albom, Mitch.  Tuesdays With Morrie
Queen, William.  Under and Alone
Schlink, Bernard.  The Reader
Recommended for both English 98/98R:
College Dictionary




SUPERVISED TUTORING REFERRAL

	Students requiring reinforcement of concepts or additional help to achieve the stated learning outcomes for English 98 or English 98R are referred to enroll in IDS 198, Supervised Tutoring, for assistance in the English Writing Center (70-119).  To add this course, students obtain an Add Code for the English reading and/or writing sections of IDS 198 at the English Writing Center.

 
	IDS 198 is a non-credit/non-fee course. However, when students register for IDS 198 only and have no other classes, they will be charged the usual health fee.



CLASSROOM POLICIES 

Attendance 
Attendance is mandatory, and you are expected to participate fully in classroom activities and discussions. If you accumulate absences exceeding four hours, the instructor has the option to drop you from the class. Of course, you have the primary responsibility to drop yourself. If you miss two class meetings, you have already depleted the number of allowable absences. In addition, any two late arrivals to class will be counted as one absence.  A tardy is arriving to class a maximum of ten minutes late. For more details about the college’s policy pertaining to attendance, we advise you to read the Grossmont College Catalog for specific details. In all cases, your absence does not relieve you of the responsibility of submitting the assignments due. Read the make-up and late assignment policy for each one of the linked courses.  
In the event that you must miss a class, it is your responsibility to find out what was covered during that class session. To that end, not only can you refer to the syllabus for each class session, but you also should consider exchanging phone numbers or e-mail addresses with at least two students in class, peers you can call to discover whether changes in assignments have occurred during your absence. Most importantly, you should notify each instructor of your absences by leaving a message on voice mail or email or by calling during office hours. 

Study Groups
If you must miss a class, you are still responsible for finding out that day’s homework assignment and returning to the next class session prepared and ready to work.  Be sure to exchange phone numbers/email addresses with several classmates so you can keep up.  For added benefit, form study groups with your peers in class.

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:
Students with disabilities who may need accommodations in this class are encouraged to notify the instructor and contact Disabled Student Services & Programs (DSP&S) early in the semester so that reasonable accommodations may be implemented as soon as possible. Students may contact DSP&S in person in room 110 or by phone at (619) 644-7112 (voice) or (619) 644-7119 (TTY for deaf).

Support Services Available 
When you have questions about the content in either class, it is best to seek help from your instructors first. However, ancillary support is available in the English Writing Center (EWC). The EWC provides reading and writing tutorial support and courses to help you with your writing skills. You are encouraged to use the services available. It is located in 70-119 of the Learning and Technology Resource Center, where open hours are posted.  


EXPECTATIONS ABOUT CONDUCT WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM

Classroom Conduct 
Classes are most effective when everyone, the instructors and the students, behaves with respect for the rights of others. Therefore, behavior which is rude or disruptive should be avoided. Grossmont College has a policy covering disruptive student behavior in the Grossmont College Catalog, and a student’s failure to behave in a manner appropriate to a college classroom may result in dismissal from an individual class session and/or from the class or college for the duration of the semester. 
Here are some simple ways to show you respect others within the context of any college class: 
	a.	Arrive on time to class, alert and ready to participate when the instructor begins; 

b.	If you must arrive late to class, make an unobtrusive entrance, taking a seat nearest to the door until the instructor indicates another seat can be taken; 
c.	Do not wander in and out of class without cause; in particular, try not to walk out during any film, video, overhead presentation, or oral report as this is disruptive to others’ appreciation of the presentation; 
d.	Participate freely in class discussions, but avoid interrupting other students, monopolizing discussions, or responding rudely to someone else’s comments; 
e.	Avoid carrying on extended conversations with your neighbor while the instructor is presenting information or when another student is speaking; constant chatting and whispering is disruptive to everyone; 
f.	Before entering class, turn off cell phones, cd players and ipods. 

Student Integrity and Plagiarism Policy 
Cheating and plagiarism (using as one’s own ideas writings, materials, or images of someone else without acknowledgement or permission) can result in any one of a variety of sanctions. Such penalties may range from an adjusted grade on the particular exam, paper, project, or assignment, all of which may lead to a failing grade in the course, and under certain conditions, suspension or expulsion from a class, program or the college.  For further clarification and information on these issues, please consult with your instructor or contact the office of the Associate Dean of Student Affairs.

Communication with your Instructors 
Communicate with any of your instructors if or when you experience a problem. We welcome questions via conferences, voice mail, and e-mail. We will return calls and emails as promptly as possible. 

Withdrawing from a Course 
Should you decide to stop attending class, your responsibility is to officially withdraw from the course by using WebAdvisor (www.grossmont.edu) or by filing a drop card at the Office of Admissions and Records. If you do not officially drop the course, then your name will appear on the final grade roster, and you will receive an F for the semester.  April 23 is the last day to drop semester length classes.




Make-up and Late Assignment Policies 
The two courses have somewhat different policies on late work because of differences in types of assignments given; therefore, please refer to your instructors’ individual course descriptions for this information. 

It is essential that you make reference to this schedule before and after every class session, noting any changes or adjustments your instructors might make. Bring the syllabus to every class session and notify your instructors if you misplace or lose your copy. 


Week 1
Monday	January 25	
98		Syllabus, diagnostic quiz, and introductions		

98R		Orientation

Wednesday	January 27
98		The sentence, the writing process, and the MLA format
		Assignment #1

98R	Novel #1 Introduction – The Reader
Test: Diagnostic Reading Test 
	Homework Assignment:
Begin reading novel and complete study guide assignment.


Week 2
Monday	February 1
	98    	Subject, verbs, and prepositions.  Assignment #1, first draft due.
	
98R  	Vocabulary Quiz Procedures
	Weekly Vocabulary Assignment Expectations
     	Vocabulary Pronunciation Key and Dictionary Information
		Homework Assignment:
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.

Wednesday	February 3
	98    	Sentence patterns.  Introduction to summaries		    		     				       					
98R 	Reading Placement
Reading Activity Introduction					
Discussion of The Reader
Due Today:
	Study Guide Assignment for The Reader
Homework Assignment:
Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 1 and 2.  
	Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 1 and 2.
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.

	     
Week 3
Monday		February 8
98		Fragments and sentences.  Summary practice

98R	Reading Activity – Rate Cards
      Paragraph Structure 
	Vocabulary Preview – Chapters 1 and 2
	       Due today:  
		Chapters 1 and 2 Exercises
	       Homework Assignment:
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.

Wednesday	February 10
98		Sentence practice and pronouns
		Assignment #1 Final draft due

98R  	Reading Activity Introduction
Discussion of The Reader
	Due today:  
Study Guide Assignment for The Reader
		Sentences for chapters 1 and 2 with EWC Tutoring slip attached 
	Test: 
		Vocabulary – Chapters 1 and 2
	Homework Assignment:
		Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 3 and 4.  
		Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 3 and 4.
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.
Prepare for book quiz on The Reader.



Week 4
Monday		February 15
98		NO CLASS – HOLIDAY
	
98R	NO CLASS – HOLIDAY
	
Wednesday	February 17
subjects, verbs, infinitives, and prepositions practice
Assignment #2, first draft summary due	

98R 	New Reading Placement – Based on Rate Card progress
Reading Activity Introduction
	Novel #2 – Under and Alone
	Due today:  
Sentences and Exercises for chapters 3 and 4 with EWC Tutoring slip attached 
Study Guide Assignment for The Reader
	Test: 
		Vocabulary – Chapters 3 and 4
		Novel #1 – The Reader
	Homework Assignment:
		Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 5 and 7.  
		Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 5 and 7.
Begin reading novel and complete study guide assignment.

		


Week 5
Monday		February 22
98			Quiz #1
		
98R		Reading Activity Introduction – Supporting Details
		Due Today:
Chapters 5 and 7 Exercises
		Homework Assignment(s):
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.
			
Wednesday	February 24
98		In class Summary paragraph
		
98R 	Janice Johnson – Articulation Officer
	Juliette Harrington – Health Services 
Due today:  
	Study Guide Assignment for Under and Alone
Sentences for chapters 5 and 7 with EWC Tutoring slip attached
Test: 
	Vocabulary – Chapters 5 and 7
Homework Assignment: 
	Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 8 and 9.  
	Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 8 and 9.
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.



February 26 is the last day to apply for CR/NC for semester length classes.

Week 6
Monday		March 1
98	 	Compound Sentences and the coordinating conjunction 
		Introduction to the illustration paper		
98R	Reading Activities
	Vocabulary preview – Chapter 8 and 9
	Due today:  
		Chapters 8 and 9 Exercises
Homework:
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.
		
Wednesday		March 3
98		Combining sentences 
		Using Quotes in Illustration papers
98R 	      Reading Activity Introduction 
	Discuss Under and Alone
	Due today:  
		Study Guide Questions for Under and Alone
		Sentences for chapters 8 and 9 with EWC Tutoring slip attached
	Test: 
		Vocabulary 8 and 9
	Homework Assignment:
		Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 10 and 11.  
		Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 10 and 11.
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.



Week 7
Monday 		March 8
98 		Fixing run on sentences and comma splices
		Compound sentences and the conjunctive adverb
			
98R	Reading Activity Introduction
	Vocabulary Preview – Chapters 10 and 11
	Due today:  
		Chapters 10 and 11 Exercises 
Homework Assignment:  
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.

Wednesday	March 10	
Compound sentences and the conjunctive adverb
		First draft illustration due
98R 	Reading Activity 
	Discuss Under and Alone
Due today:  
	Study Guide Questions for Under and Alone
	Sentences for chapters 10 and 11 with EWC 	Tutoring slip attached 
Test: 
		Vocabulary – Chapters 10 and 11
Homework:
		Prepare for vocabulary final to cover chapters 1-11 (no #6).
Read novel and complete study guide assignment.
		Prepare for book test for Under and Alone


Week 8
Monday		March 15
98		Compound sentence patterns
		Illustration paper

98R	Reading Activity Introduction
	Novel #3 – Your choice from a limited list
	Test:
		Novel #2 – Under and Alone
Homework:
Begin reading the book of your choice.

Wednesday	March 17
98		Quiz #2 compound sentences

98R	Reading Activity Introduction
	Test: 
		Vocabulary Midterm – Chapter 1-11 (no #6)
	Homework Assignment: 
Continue reading assigned novel.
		Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 13 and 14.  
		Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 13 and 14.

Week 9
Monday 		March 22
98	 	Adjectives and Adverbs
		Final draft of Illustration paper
				
98R	Introduce Ultimate Speed Reader	
Vocabulary Preview – Chapters 13 and 14
Due today:
	Chapters 13 and 14 Exercises
Homework Assignment:
Continue reading your novel. 

Wednesday	March 24
98	 	In class illustration test
98R	Reading and/or Computer Activities
Due today:  
	Sentences for chapters 13 and 14 with EWC 	Tutoring slip attached 
Test: 
	Vocabulary – Chapter 13 and 14
Homework Assignment:
	Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 15 and 16.  
	Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 15 and 16.
Continue reading your novel.
	        
Week 10

Spring Recess – March 29-April 2 – NO CLASSES


Week 11
Monday		April 5 
98	Comparatives and superlatives 
	Process writing

98R	Reading and/or Computer Activities
	Vocabulary Preview – Chapters 15 and 16
	Due today: 
		Chapters 15 and 16 Exercises
	Homework:
Continue reading your selected novel. 

Wednesday	April 7
98	Misplaced and dangling modifiers
	Process paragraph draft

98R	Reading and/or Computer Activities
	Due today:  
		Sentences for chapters 15 and 16 with EWC Tutoring slip attached
	Test: 
		Vocabulary 15 and 16
	Homework Assignment: 
		Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 17 and 19.  
		Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 17 and 19.
		Continue reading your selected novel.


Week 12
Monday		April 12
98	 	Adjective and adverb quiz	

98R	Computer and/or Reading Activities
	Vocabulary Preview – Chapters 17 and 19
	Due today:  
		Chapters 17 and 19 Exercises
		Homework:
Continue reading your selected novel.

Wednesday		April 14
98 		Complex sentences
				Final draft process paper and introduction to the essay

98R	Computer and/or Reading Activities
	Novel #4 - Tuesdays With Morrie
Due today:  
	Sentences for chapters 17 and 19 with EWC Tutoring slip attached 	
Test: 
	Novel #3 – Your selected novel
Vocabulary – Chapters 17 and 19 
Homework Assignment:
	Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 20 and 21.  
	Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 20 and 21.


Week 13
Monday 		April 19	
98 		Relative pronouns and adjective clauses
		Introduction writing

98R	Reading and/or Computer Activities
	Vocabulary Preview – Chapters 20 and 21
	Due today:  
		Chapters 20 and 21 Exercises 

Wednesday		April 21
98		Sentence practice
		Essay practice

98R 	Reading and/or Computer Activities 
Consider optional book test opportunity from limited list.
Due today:  
	Sentences for chapters 20 and 21 with EWC Tutoring slip attached
Test: 
	Vocabulary – Chapters 20 and 21
Homework Assignment:
	Complete all exercises in vocabulary book for chapters 22 and 23.  
	Compose sentences using vocabulary words in chapters 22 and 23.


April 23 is the last day to drop semester length courses.



Week 14
Monday		April 26
98		Quiz #4 complex sentences

98R 	Reading and/or Computer Activities
Vocabulary Preview – Chapters 22 and 23
Due today: 
	Chapters 22 and 23 Exercises 
Homework:
Continue reading assigned novel.

Wednesday 	April 28
98		First draft of essay
			 
98R 	Reading and/or Computer Activities
Discuss Tuesdays With Morrie.
	Due today:  
		Sentences for chapters 22 and 23 with EWC	Tutoring slip attached 
	Test: 
		Vocabulary – Chapters 22 and 23 
	Homework Assignment:
		Prepare for Vocabulary Final Exam (Chapters 13-23, no #18) 
		Consider optional book assignment.

Week 15
Monday		May 3
98		 Apostrophes and commas
		
98R 	Reading and/or Computer Activities
Test:	
			Vocabulary Final Exam – Chapters 13-23 (no #18)				
       
Wednesday	May 5 
98		Final draft of essay	

98R		Reading and/or Computer Activities
		Test:
			Novel #4 – Tuesdays With Morrie	
	








Week 16
Monday		May 10
98		Apostrophe and comma quiz
		Review for the CAT
98R	 	Reading and/or Computer Activities
	
Wednesday	May 12
98 		In class CAT essay

98R	 Computer and/or Reading Activities 
Due today:
	Reading Lab Manual
Test: 
	Optional Book Test – Limited List 

	
Week 17
Monday		May 17
98		Compound complex sentences

98R	 	Test: Diagnostic Reading Test

Wednesday	May 19
98		Final Grammar quiz
		
98R 	 	Make-up Day for Diagnostic Reading Test


Week 18  Final Exam Week
Monday  	May 23	
98 	       NO CLASS

98R  		NO CLASS 

Wednesday	May 25	
98    	       9:30-11:30
		Final in class essay test

98R 		7:30 – 9:30 A.M. 
			Conferences


